LET'S TALK ABOUT **TEXTURE**

**Designer:** ESG Architects

**Project:** Hello Apartments

**Location:** Golden Valley, MN

**Photo:** Soelberg Industries

**Pattern shown:** Mondo in paint grade
More than 20 years ago, Soelberg Industries began as simple ambition to create. What we have learned during that time is that design is founded in evolution, innovation, collaboration and the way in which we relate to the people and the spaces that surround us. We are a family and we design together.

As you know, we love texture. At Soelberg Industries, we use our curiosity for depth and dimension to sculpt and create ideas. The use of advanced technology and machinery allows us to provide a selection of thoughtfully curated architectural panels and products for your creative ventures. All of our products are proudly made in the USA.

Take a look at what we have been up to and we invite you to explore how our products will inspire your next project.

Kirk Soelberg and Steve Soelberg

Founders

Soelberg Industries
ALWAYS TEXTURE

(is that really a question?)

to texture... or not to texture?
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TEXTURED PANELS

core thickness ranging from 3/4” to 1 1/4”
make for unlimited texture possibilities

Designer: Kimball Office
Project: NeoCon Showroom
Location: Chicago, IL
Photo: Soelberg Industries
Pattern shown: Colonna in Shimmer
TEXTURED PANELS

CLASSIC COLLECTION

the smaller scale and timeless appeal of classic texture to transform your designs
Core thickness: 3/4"  
Standard panel size: 48" x 96"  
Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical  
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

Texture adds variety and visual stimulus to every surface.

To see more visit soelbergi.com
classic collection

BAMBU
- Core thickness: 3/4"
- Standard panel size: 48" x 96"
- Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
- Seams repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

COLARE
- Core thickness: 3/4"
- Standard panel size: 48" x 96"
- Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
- Seams repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

CANTENA
- Core thickness: 3/4"
- Standard panel size: 48" x 96"
- Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
- Seams repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

COLONNA
- Core thickness: 3/4"
- Standard panel size: 48" x 96"
- Pattern orientation: Horizontal
- Seams repeat: Horizontal - repeats every six panels

Photo: Soelberg Industries

Designer: End Grain Furniture
Project: Tuttle Family Dental
Location: Orem, UT
Pattern shown: Colare in Wenge
Core thickness: 3/4"  
Standard panel size: 48" x 96"  
Pattern orientation: None  
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical.
FILA
Classic Collection

Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

Designer: EDA Architects

Project: Cottonwood Business Park
Location: Salt Lake City, UT

Photo: Soelberg Industries

Pattern shown: Fila in paint grade

Texture takes your designs to greater heights

to see more visit soelbergi.com
FAVO
Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
 Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

FIUME
Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
 Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

PIOGGIA
Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: None
 Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

SCOLPITO
Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: None
 Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

To see more visit soelbergi.com
GEMMA

Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

GEMMA
classic collection
Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

GEMMA
classic collection
Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

GEMMA
classic collection
Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

GEMMA
classic collection
Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical
Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

LISCIO

Pattern shown: Liscio in paint grade

Designer: BKV Group
Project: Lake Calhoun Flats
Location: Minneapolis, MN
Photo: Soelberg Industries
Pattern shown: Liscio in paint grade

To see more visit soelberg.com
ONDA ONE

Core thickness: 3/4”

Standard panel size: 48” x 96”

Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical

Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

Designer: FFKR Architects

Project: Mid-Valley Health Center

Location: Murray, UT

Photo: Soelberg Industries

Pattern shown: Onda One in paint grade

Designer: Henriksen Butler

Project: Academy Mortgage

Location: SLC, UT

Photo: Soelberg Industries

Pattern shown: Onda One in White HG and Amati Walnut

to see more visit soelbergi.com
little moments can have a feeling and texture
that is very real

- Ralph Fiennes (actor)
classic collection

SCULTURA
Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

STRISCIA
Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

TURBINE
Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

SERPENTE
Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Horizontal
Seam repeat: Horizontal
Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: None
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical
**Classic Collection**

**Pattern Options**

- Bambu
- Favo
- Onda Two
- Spaccato
- Blocco
- Fila
- Pioggia
- Striscia
- Cantena
- Fiume
- Roboante
- Turbine
- Carta Colare Colonna
- Gemma Liscio Onda One
- Scolpito Scultura Serpente

**Finish Options**

- Amati Walnut
- Mali Wenge Portuna Dark
- Birds Eye Matte
- Magic Sapphire
- Black Maple
- Natural Walnut
- Concrete
- Nomadic Gold
- Umbra Matte
- Frosty White
- Brushed Alum.
- Venus Silver
- Antique White HG
- Flat Iron
- Lamp Post
- Light Steel HG
- Umbria Matte
- Metallic Gold
- Silver
- Koa
- Zebra

EASY TO SPECIFY

1. Choose your pattern
2. Select pattern orientation
   - excludes: Carta Colonna, Pioggia, Scolpito and Spaccato
3. Determine finish selection
4. Provide panel configuration

Installation methods include: Zclip Hardware, Stand Off Hardware, Industrial Adhesive, VHB double bond double stick tape or the combination. Visit soelbergi.com to download instructions.

All Classic Collection patterns are available in Premium MDF, FF MDF (NAUF) or Class A Fire Rated MDF cores. Each pattern is machined from 3/4” thick core with varying depths. All patterns are available finished in any of our 3D laminate finish options or available in paint-grade material to be finished onsite.
TEXTURED PANELS

ELEVATE COLLECTION

the classics have been elevated with core thickness of 1 1/8" for more dramatic texture
Core thickness: 1 1/8”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

APE

Core thickness: 1 1/8”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: None
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

FASCINO

Core thickness: 1 1/8”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Vertical
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

COLLINA

Core thickness: 1 1/8”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

FLUSSO

Core thickness: 1 1/8”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Vertical
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

to see more visit soelbergi.com
OCEANO

Core thickness: 1 1/8”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
Seams repeat: Horizontal and Vertical
Core thickness: 1 1/8"
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

like the waves of the sea...
bold. commanding. mesmerizing.
NUOTARE
Core thickness: 1 1/8”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
Seams repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

SCALA
Core thickness: 1 1/8”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
Seams repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

RIGA LUNGA
Core thickness: 1 1/8”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
Seams repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

SUONO
Core thickness: 1 1/8”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
Seams repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

SABBIA
Core thickness: 3 3/8”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
Seams repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

VETRINO
Core thickness: 1 1/8”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: None
Seams repeat: Horizontal and Vertical
it is well with me only when I have a chisel in my hand

-Michelangelo (artist)
Core thickness: 1 1/8”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

STATUA
elevate collection

Designer: EDA Architects
Project: McGillis Investment Company
Location: Salt Lake City, UT
Photo: Soelberg Industries
Pattern shown: Statua in paint grade
to see more visit soelbergi.com
Core thickness: 1 1/8"
Standard panel size: 48" x 96"
Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

STILLARE

Designer: Don Cash
Project: Pepperwood
Location: Salt Lake City, UT
Photo: Soelberg Industries
Pattern shown: Stillare in custom finish
Core thickness: 1 1/8”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

**STRISCIONE**

*Core thickness: 1 1/8”*
*Standard panel size: 48” x 96”*
*Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical*
*Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical*

**Designer:** Wagner Design
**Project:** Mayline Showroom
**Location:** Chicago, IL
**Photo:** Soelberg Industries
**Pattern shown:** Striscione in Portuna Light

To see more visit soelberg.com
Core thickness: 1 1/8”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

elevate collection
TESSERE

Designer: HVS Design
Project: Hyatt Place Georgetown
Location: Washington, DC
Photo: VRX Studios
Pattern shown: Tessere in Shimmer
Installation methods include: Zclip Hardware, Stand Off Hardware, Industrial Adhesive, VHB double bond double stick tape or the combination. Visit solberg.com to download instructions.

All Elevate Collection patterns are available in Premium MDF, FF MDF (NAUF) or Class A Fire Rated MDF cores. Each pattern is machined from 1 1/8” thick core with varying depths. All patterns are available finished in any of our 3D laminate finish options or available in paint grade material to be finished onsite.

Installation methods include: Zclip Hardware, Stand Off Hardware, Industrial Adhesive, VHB double bond double stick tape or the combination. Visit solberg.com to download instructions.
The Taffe pattern from the Grande Collection alongside the Favo pattern from the Classic Collection to show scale difference.

9 large scale texture patterns to choose from
- core thickness ranging from 1 1/8” to 1 1/4”
- large blank walls with thank you
- design bigger with grande.

’grande’ means HUGE which means your texture statements just got bigger

To see more visit soelbergi.com
bigger is not always better...

but when it comes to texture,

grande texture is supersized
Core thickness: 1 1/8"
Standard panel size: 48" x 96"
Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

grande collection

MARE

Designer: GSBS Architects
Project: Asea
Location: Pleasant Grove, UT
Photo: Soelberg Industries
Pattern shown: Mare in paint grade

to see more visit soelberg.com
Core thickness: 1 1/8”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”

Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical
grande collection

TUFFO

Core thickness: 1 1/8"
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Patern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

Core thickness: 1 1/8"
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Patern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical
The Grande Collection patterns are available in Premium MDF, FF MDF (NAUF) or Class A Fire Rated MDF core.

The following patterns are machined from 1 1/8” core material: Bloccato, Cesellato, Mare, Scivolo and Tuffo. The following patterns are machined from 1 1/4” core material: Distrutto, Flauto, Piega and Punto.

All patterns from the Grande Collection can be finished in any of our 3D laminate finish options or ordered in paint grade material to be finished onsite. All finishing should be done in accordance with local building standards and completed by a licensed finishing contractor.

Installation methods include: Zclip Hardware, Stand Off Hardware, Industrial Adhesive, VHB double bond double stick tape or the combination. Visit soelbergi.com to download instructions.
TEXTURED PANELS

IMPRESSIONS COLLECTION

graphic and impressionable, these texture selections draw from foundations of geometry

Designer: Lincon
Project: Radiology, CORSAIR
Location: Rochester, MN
Photo: Soelberg Industries
Pattern Shown: custom scale Albero in Glacier White

to see more visit soelbergi.com
Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Vertical
Seam repeat: Horizontal

impressions collection

ALBERO

Designer: HGA
Project: Charter House
Location: Rochester, MN
Photo: Soelberg Industries
Pattern Shown: Albero in White HG

impressions collection

Designer: Boyer Group
Project: Park City Tech
Location: Park City, UT
Photo: Soelberg Industries
Pattern shown: custom scale Albero in custom finish
**BELLINO**
Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Vertical
Seams repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

**CUBO**
Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Vertical
Seams repeat: Horizontal

**ENIGMA**
Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: None
Seams repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

impressions collection

Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Vertical
Seams repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

soelbergi.com
i search for realness, the real feeling of a subject, all the texture around it...

i always want to see the third dimension of something...

- Andrew Wyeth (artist)
Designer: CorePower Yoga  
Project: CorePower City Market  
Location: Atlanta, GA  
Photo: Mindy Debner  
Pattern shown: Fiore in paint grade impressions collection  
Core thickness: 3/4"  
Standard panel size: 48" x 96"  
Pattern orientation: None  
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical
HEXAGONO
Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

SALDARE
Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: None
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

TREPPIEDE
Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: None
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical
1. Choose your pattern
2. Determine finish selection
3. Provide panel configuration or panel quantity

The Impressions Collection patterns are available in Premium MDF, FF MDF (NAUF) or Class A Fire Rated MDF core. Each pattern is machined from 3/4" MDF core with pattern repeat both horizontal and vertical with the exception of Albero and Cubo which repeat solely horizontally. All patterns from the Impressions Collection can be finished in any of our 3D laminate finish options or ordered in paint grade material to be finished onsite.

All finishing should be done in accordance with local building standards and completed by a licensed finishing contractor. Installation methods include: Zclip Hardware, Stand Off Hardware, Industrial Adhesive, VHB double bond double stick tape or the combination.

Visit soelbergi.com to download instructions.
NATURA PANELS

with real wood plywood core

bring the ‘outside’ into your interiors

7 organic texture pattern options

5 beautifully sculpted divider patterns to choose from

Designer: Wagner Design
Project: Grand Rapids Chair Showroom
Location: Chicago, IL
Photo: Soelberg Industries
natura panels

ANELLO

Core thickness: 3/4”

Standard panel size: 48” x 96”

Pattern orientation: Vertical

Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

Designer: AAI

Project: Sokon / SF Motors

Location: Santa Clara, CA

Photo: Cortez Media Group

Pattern shown: Anello
the past becomes a texture, an ambience to our present
- Paul Scott (novelist)
natura panels

COLTELLO
Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Vertical
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

Designer: Shears Adkins Rockmore Architects
Project: Vita Flats
Location: Denver, CO
Photo: Kristopher Lewis Photography

To see more visit soelbergi.com
**Falena**

- Core thickness: 3/4”
- Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
- Pattern orientation: None
- Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

**Designer:** Phanomen Design

**Project:** Mesh Restaurant

**Location:** Louisville, KY

**Photo:** Seppala Photography

**Pattern shown:** Falena

---

**Designer:** Aria Group Architects, Inc.

**Project:** PF Changs Restaurant

**Location:** Newport News, VA

**Photo:** Larry Falke Photography

**Pattern shown:** Falena
texture is the most enduring and ubiquitous underpinning of form

- Lynda Lehmann (art quote)
LAMELLA

Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Vertical
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

Designer: NELSON
Project: AIS Showroom
Location: Chicago, IL
Photo: Soelberg Industries
Pattern shown: LameLLa

To see more visit soelbergi.com
natura panels

LUMACA

Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

Designer: Stephanie Angen
Project: Harrington & Associates
Location: Hopkins, MN
Photo: Soelberg Industries
Pattern shown: Lamella in stain
natura panels

Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Vertical
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

Designer: Baumann Studios
Project: Solstice Mobile
Location: Chicago, IL

Photo: Jacob Clary Photography

Pattern shown: Nido

Also shown: Forbici

Designer: Quorum Architects
Project: Metro Eye
Location: Milwaukee, WI

Photo: Mark Heffron Photography

Pattern shown: Nido
natura panels

**BRUCO**
Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

**SCUOLA**
Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

**RAGGIO**
Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Horizontal
Seam repeat: Horizontal - repeats every six panels

**VERME**
Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

To see more visit [soelberg.com](http://soelberg.com)
natura panels

ROTT0

Core thickness: 3/4"

Standard panel size: 48" x 96"

Pattern orientation: None

Seam repeat: None

Designer: CTA Group

Project: Dell

Location: Austin, TX

Photo: CTA Group

Pattern shown: Rotto

Designer: ESG Architects

Project: 1700 Apartments

Location: Minneapolis, MN

Photo: Soelberg Industries

Pattern shown: Rotto
All Natura Collection patterns are machined from 3/4” thick Baltic Birch plywood core. The max panel size is 4’ x 8’. All patterns are programmed for pattern match both horizontally and vertically except Raggio which only matches horizontally and repeats every six panels.

The Natura Collection of architectural panels is manufactured from a Baltic Birch plywood core. Using unique routing methods, we create texture and dimension by exposing the multiple layers beneath the surface of the plywood core. Soelberg Industries makes every effort to use the highest quality material available. Because of the natural characteristics of plywood, variations in color, pattern, texture, grain and density should not be considered a defect but rather unique and individual characteristics of your product resulting in a one-of-a-kind panel. While the panels are programmed to pattern match at seams from sheet to sheet, the shading / color consistency will vary from panel to panel and should be expected. Download the full product disclaimer at soelbergi.com.

The Natura Collection of architectural panels is available unfinished. All finishing should be done in accordance with local building standards and completed by a licensed finishing contractor. Soelberg Industries is not responsible for changes or modifications made to the product in the field. Customers’ purchase and installation of the Natura Collection panels constitutes the acknowledgement of the individuality and risks inherent in the use and installation of this natural product.

All Natura Collection divider patterns are available in standard 4’ x 8’ panels only.
DIVIDER PANELS

light, shadows and negative space become integral in these dividing moments
divider panels

ALEVARE

Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Panel orientation: Vertical or Horizontal
Seam repeat: None

Designer: BDH&Young
Project: Parkside Village
Location: Minneapolis, MN

Photo: Soelberg Industries
Pattern shown: Alevare in paint grade texture creates interiors that create memories

to see more visit soelberg.com
Divider panels

Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Panel orientation: Vertical or Horizontal
 Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

CIRCOLO

Designer: KGD Architecture
Project: MedImmune
Location: Gaithersburg, MD
Photo: John Cole Photography
Pattern shown: Circolo in Blonde Maple
Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Panel orientation: Vertical or Horizontal
Seam repeat: None

DIAMONTE

Designer: BBGM
Project: Society for Research in Child Development
Location: Washington, DC
Photography: Spielmann Studio
Pattern shown: Diamonte in paint grade
The Forbici pattern is designed and programmed for a three panel configuration with pattern repeating at the seams across 3 panels in 4’ x 8’ sizing. The Forbici pattern can be installed in random non-repeating order as shown above.

Custom sizes are available as well as custom pattern repeat to extend both horizontally and vertically across a larger number of panels. Custom size and custom pattern cannot be finished in 3D laminate. Limitations do apply.

The Forbici pattern is available face finished in 3D laminate in standard 4’ x 8’ panels and standard pattern. When finished, the face will have a bevel. For two-sided finished Forbici, specify double quantity panels with mirrored pattern to be installed back-to-back.
LEGNO

Core thickness: 3/4"
Standard panel size: 48" x 96"
Panel orientation: Vertical or Horizontal
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

Designer: Cahoon Design
Project: Orthotime
Location: American Fork, UT
Photo: Soelberg Industries
Pattern shown: Legno in Venus Silver
divider panels

MONDO

Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Panel orientation: Vertical or Horizontal
Seam repeat: None

Design: ESG Architects
Project: Dock Street Flats
Location: Minneapolis, MN
Photo: Farm Kid Studios
Pattern shown: Mondo in paint grade
divider panels

PIZZO

Core thickness: 3/4"  
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”  
Panel orientation: Vertical or Horizontal  
Seam repeat: None

Designers: HFS Concepts  
Project: DoubleTree by Hilton  
Location: SLC, UT  
Photo: Soelberg Industries  
Pattern shown: Pizzo in paint grade

Designers: MatchLine Design Group  
Project: Hampton Inn & Suites  
Location: The Colony, TX  
Photo: Jack Palmer Photos  
Pattern shown: Pizzo in paint grade

to see more visit soelbergi.com
Core thickness: 3/4”
Standard panel size: 48” x 96”
Panel orientation: Vertical
Seam repeat: None

Designer: Coover Clark & Associates
Project: Minot International Airport
Location: Minot, ND
Photo: Silverman Photography
Pattern shown: Ramo in White HG

Designer: HVS Design
Project: Hyatt Place Georgetown
Location: Washington, DC
Photo: VRX Studios
Pattern shown: Ramo in paint grade
Each of the Paint Grade divider pattern options is manufactured from 3/4” MDF core. All patterns have a square edge on the face and back. Due to the intricate designs and sharp inside corners, these patterns cannot be finished in 3D laminate. All finishing to be performed in the field.

Each of the Laminate Finished divider pattern options is manufactured from 3/4” MDF core and can be finished in any of our 3D laminate colors or ordered in paint grade to be finished in the field. Each pattern has a textured / beveled face and flat back with laminate finished face and edges and Melamine finished back. For two sided finished panels, order mirrored panels to be installed back-to-back.

All Divider patterns are available in Premium MDF, FF MDF (NAUF) or Class A Fire Rated MDF cores. Each pattern is machined from 3/4” thick core with varying depths with standard panel size of 48” x 96”.

Installation recommendations include: Point support, Zclip hardware, suspension hardware, adhesive suitable for MDF panels, aluminum channeling and other various millwork applications. Because Soelberg Industries does not provide installation services, we recommend that you work directly with a professional contractor or millworker and / or painter when finishing panels onsite. Visit soelbergi.com to download instructions.

For the most up-to-date full finish collection visit soelbergi.com
MATRIX SYSTEM

assembled planks and tiles to create
high impact wondrous walls
MATRIX SYSTEM

GEO TILES

intermix, rotate or simply stand alone to create your own wall story

3 square shaped tiles
2 texturised shaped tiles

—to see more visit soelbergi.com

Design: Beth Benson
Project: Art Partners
Location: Minneapolis, MN
Photo: Soelberg Industries

Pattern shown: Salita in Concrete
geo tiles

**ABISSO**
Core thickness: 1 1/8"
Tile size: 18” x 12”
Tile orientation: Horizontal or Vertical

**AEREO**
Core thickness: 1 1/8"
Tile size: 9” x 9”
Tile orientation: Horizontal or Vertical

Pattern shown: Abisso in Tin Ceiling
Pattern shown: Aereo in Shimmer
### Geo Tiles

**CASCO**

Core thickness: 1 1/8”

The Orientation: Horizontal or Vertical

All Square Pattern Geo Tiles are 22” x 22” in size. Caduta, Casco & Salita are machined from 1 1/8” MDF core. Riccio and Volo are machined from 3/4” MDF core.

### Geo Tiles

**SHAPE PATTERN OPTIONS**

All Shape Pattern Geo Tiles are machined from 1 1/8” MDF core.

### Geo Tiles

**FINISH OPTIONS**

For the most up-to-date full finish collection visit soelbergi.com

Inspired by modern simplicity, the love of clean lines and the versatility of texture, Geo Tiles come together to create movement and motion in Geometric form. Each tile pattern can be finished in any of our 10 laminate color options. By rotating tiles 90, 180 or 270 degrees you can tailor and customize your very own design. Geo Tiles are the solution for big impact in small spaces with just a few tiles to large commercial spaces with full walls of repeating texture.

Installation recommendations are industrial adhesive, VHB double bond tape or the combination of both. Because Soelberg Industries does not provide installation services, we recommend that you work directly with a professional contractor or millworker and / or painter when finishing panels onsite. Visit soelbergi.com to download instructions.

Pattern shown: Casco in Glacier White and Venus Silver
PIASTRA
intricate puzzled plank system
organized for incredibly easy installation

MATRIX SYSTEM
intricate puzzled plank system
organized for incredibly easy installation
Designer: Commercial Furniture Concepts
Project: ICO Companies
Location: Lehi, UT
Photo: Soelberg Industries
Pattern shown: Piastra in Amati Walnut

Designer: Elliott Workgroup
Project: The Parkite
Location: Park City, UT
Photo: Soelberg Industries
Pattern shown: Piastra in custom finish

Designer: Commercial Furniture Concepts
Project: Rain
Location: American Fork, UT
Photo: Soelberg Industries
Pattern shown: Piastra in custom finish
Piastra is available in Premium MDF FF MDF (NAUF) or Class A Fire-Rated MDF core. With two thicknesses of 3/4” and 1 1/8”, staggered plank heights of 4” and 6” and lengths ranging from 12” to 36” Piastra creates a unique and multi-textural surface. Installation is achieved with industrial adhesive, VHB double bond tape or the combination of both. Begin at the bottom row working left to right attaching planks in the order shown on your installation key.

Piastra can be installed in horizontal or vertical orientation.

Piastra can be finished in any of our 3D laminate colors. Select 1 single finish or up to 3 various finishes. By providing the dimensions (width and height) of your wall or ceiling location, we tailor the standard configuration and standard plank sizes to fit the exact dimensions of your installation. Each plank is labeled (as shown below) and corresponds to the installation key provided with your order for a simple plank-by-plank assembly.

1. Select a finish
2. Choose pattern orientation
3. Provide overall width and height dimensions

EASY TO SPECIFY
SOLID SURFACE

non-porous panels for every interior
with options of translucency for next level dimension
Full panel options of 30" x 96" or 30" x 120" with pattern continuation / seam repeat both horizontally and vertically.

CORDA
Core thickness: 1/2"
Panel size: 30" x 96" or 30" x 120"
Pattern orientation: Horizontal or Vertical
Seam repeat: Horizontal and Vertical

Design: Commercial Furniture Concepts
Project: Henry Schein
Location: American Fork, UT
Photo: Soelberg Industries
Product shown: Corda in Neo White and Metal Grey
Solid Surface Texture Panels are available in 4 different core colors with 7 texture patterns to choose from. With sheet size options of 30” x 96” or 30” x 120” with seams repeat both horizontally and vertically, Solid Surface Texture Panels allow you to take your textural visions to new heights.

Solid Surface core material is ideal for almost any application because of its resistance to heat, moisture, pollutants, bacteria and other harmful agents. The core is UV stable and reflects ultraviolet ray weather conditions. Because Solid Surface is non-porous and NSF-51 certified, our panels are ideal for food preparation installation.

Installation recommendations include: Point support, adhesive suitable for acrylic / resin panels, aluminum channeling and other various millwork applications. Because Soelberg Industries does not provide installation services, we recommend that you work directly with a professional contractor or millworker.
SURFACE COLLECTION

GLOW PANELS

reflective high gloss writeable surfaces that let your walls do the talking
Glow Panels consist of a PureCore® premium-quality medium density fiberboard (MDF) substrate with a co-extruded polymer high gloss acrylic top layer. Glow Panels are polyurethane (PUR) laminated in a Class 100 (ISO 5) cleanroom, a manufacturing process uniquely suited for the lamination of high-gloss materials to achieve spectacular results.

Glow Panels’ high-gloss surface is scratch resistant, but not “scratch proof.” Please take precautions to protect the surface until the product has been properly installed.

Best results for cleaning will be achieved when using wet microfiber cloths or chamois with non-abrasive soap or detergent.

The max panel size is 48” x 96” Glow Panels are also available made-to-order.

glow markerboard panels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIZE OPTIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18” x 18”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Glow Markerboard panels are 3/4” thick and acrylic face finished only with melamine backing. Select from Standoff or ZClip hardware options.


glow privacy panels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIZE OPTIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18” x 18”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Glow Privacy panels are 3/4” thick and acrylic face and back finished. Select Black, grey or white Standing Hardware. Panels longer than 48” will require 3 or more Standing Hardware bases.


glow markercboard panels COLOR OPTIONS

12 different rich and glossy colors to choose from with 12 matching edging options.


glow privacy panels SIZE OPTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIZE OPTIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18” x 18”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


glow panels MARKER CADDY

available with 6 colors:
- Red
- Blue
- Green
- Black

available with 6 colors:
- Red
- Blue
- Green
- Black

12 different rich and glossy colors to choose from with 12 matching edging options.

12 different rich and glossy colors to choose from with 12 matching edging options.
SLAB PANELS
from full wall panels or artwork panels to accent panels and trim panels
slab panels
SIZE OPTIONS

Max panel size: 48” x 96”
Minimum panel width: 2”

Slab panels are available in 3/4” or 1 1/8” MDF core and can be finished in any of our 3D laminate colors.

We offer panels with a max panel size of 48” x 96” or manufactured to size with a minimum panel width of 2” and max length of 96”.

Slab panels are available in Premium MDF, FF MDF (NAUF) or Class A Fire Rated MDF core.

Installation recommendations include Point support, Zclip hardware, adhesives suitable for MDF panels, aluminum channeling and other various millwork applications. Because Soelberg Industries does not provide installation services, we recommend that you work directly with a professional contractor or millworker. Visit soelbergi.com to download instructions.

EASY TO SPECIFY

1. Select a core thickness
2. Choose finish color
3. Determine panel size and quantity

for the most up-to-date full finish collection, please visit soelbergi.com

slab panels
FINISH OPTIONS
Meet the many faces of our family

SOELBERG INDUSTRIES

L-R/T-B: Michael, Jose, Kate, Roberto, Aaron, Kristie, Logan, Samantha, Reed, Cameron, Delaney, Gilberto, Fine, Craig, Jeremy, Suki, Holly, Aparicio, Alessio, Antonio, Jorge, Scott, Reggie, Martin, Claudia, Tony, Amanda, and Oscar
THAT’S ALL FOLKS!
Soelberg Industries is family owned and operated since 1996. We are committed to our customers, each other and the environment. We provide high-quality architectural products manufactured in the USA with the latest technologies and techniques with eco-friendly manufacturing processes. And, because we use 100% recycled wood products in all our MDF and only water-based adhesives, we’re keeping the earth green at the same time with products that are safe for the environment.